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This course (continued in the Spring with Latin 102) will work systematically through the elements of Latin grammar as they are presented in Wheelock's *Latin* (3rd. edition)*.

Learning Latin grammar can serve any of a number of purposes; the chief goal in this course (aka the "outcome") is to prepare the student for reading texts in Classical Latin in the following school year. In determining the course grade, the quality and consistency of a student's oral participation and written homework exercises will be considered along with periodic written quizzes or tests and the mid-term and final exam.

I am interested in your educational and professional development. Do not hesitate to avail yourself of my time (at formal office hours or other times) if I might be of help.

*The text for this course, as noted above, is the third edition of Wheelock's work, which was standard for many years but is now out of print. The full bibliographical information:


Affordable second-hand copies are readily available at various online sites, e.g

[https://www.gettextbooks.com/isbn/9780064601047/](https://www.gettextbooks.com/isbn/9780064601047/)

A helpful additional text is available at the bookstore located in the University Center: *English Grammar for Students of Latin* 3rd ed (ISBN 9780934034340)